








The first of three Partners In Forestry field days was a success, with ten people
attending on a very busy summer weekend with lots of competing events in the
area. We look forward to having even more people attend the next field day on
August 18th in Conover. We were honored by the presence of Dr. Tom Hayes, the
Vallier Resident Ecologist and Associate Scientist at Treehaven Environmental
(Continued on page 2)
















































2 More PIF 2007 Workshop and Field Tours This Year
Come one & all to Partners in Forestry 2007 Workshop and Field
Tour series. This series of workshops will be presented by PIF mem
bers and board members, and is open to all PIF members and the pub- 
lic.
• 
Bring your camera, a friend, your parents, kids, your grandma n’ • 
grandpa, your girlfriend….(bring em all) and learn about what makes • 
forestry and forest products one of the most important economic, eco- • 
logical, and social issues of our time!





(Continued from page 1)

Learning Center in Tomahawk (part of the University of WisconsinStevens Point). Dr. Hayes is a forest ecologist and biogeochemist,
who is actively involved in many research projects in the Northwoods.
Co-presenters included Robert Simeone, a forester and PIF board
member, and Joseph LeBouton, a PIF member. We first discussed
how soils and forest wildflowers could be used to identify different
forest types. Featured was the Forest communities and Habitat
Types system developed at the University of Wisconsin.
We then took a short driving tour to visit six different forest habitat
types, from dry and nutrient poor sandy-soiled jack pine and aspen
forests to rich upland Moraines with northern hardwoods containing
maple, basswood, yellow birch and white ash. We discussed how to
predict the changes a forest can be expected to go through in response to being left alone (natural succession) vs. different types of
active management and timber harvesting that change the rate of
natural succession.
We look forward to seeing Dr. Hayes and many of you at our next
workshop on tree harvesting and utilization, in August. Mark your
calendars for this one. If you have ever wondered why a forester
marks particular trees to be thinned from a stand, how a logger can
best cut a particular tree into the most valuable mix of logs, or how
the logger's decisions in the forest affect the value of your trees at the
sawmill, we will discuss all that and more at this wood utilization
workshop. Lunch will be provided, so please pre-register so we have
enough for you! Call Joe Hovel at 715-479-8528 for more information.

Handouts showed how different types of soil, moist, dry,
fertile, etc. supported various types of trees...hemlock,
birch, white and red pine, why jackpine is so common, why
earthworms are causing problem for maple trees!

A few folks take a break near a stand of gorgeous hemlocks just north of Land O Lakes..
Many attendees had never seen a hemlock..
including the guy who took this pix!

The perfect starting point for the field trip/tour was this beautiful bike
trail shelter located near Hiways B & Cty S in Lando-O-Lakes...many
folks didn’t even know this shelter existed. The weather was perfect!





“You really sold an ATV to that old geezer*?” A young bystander asked the proprietor of the ATV shop as
I signed a credit card for my new purchase. (* He actually used a 4 letter word beginning with F and ending with
T.) My grandson stifled a laugh. Jeez, I was only 78, but an aging back had put a stop to my daylong walks in the
woods I love so much. An ATV offered a reasonable alternative.
This began my love-hate relationship with the machine, the ATV clubs, and the political manipulation that
influence the sport. I’d like to share some experiences. I realize that my machine is dependent on fossil fuels and
that it makes noise, but the satisfaction that it affords salves my conscience. I can patrol my land, access my other
property as the crow flies, and while astride the machine I have seen deer, bear, fox, wolves, fishers and even a
bobcat.
My basic “80” is in Oneida County, and is within a half mile of both Lincoln and Langlade Counties while
some land holdings in each of these counties affords me an opportunity to evaluate the program in each county.
Conflicting regulations sometimes seem ridiculous. This year Langlade and Lincoln trails were opened a full three
weeks before Oneida for no discernable reason. The Oneida trail abuts my land, but I had to use old logging trails
to reach the open trails thereby risking a sizeable fine.
I began to know other ATVers, some club-members, others just riders. A spectrum of behavior became obvious some of it most onerous. In Langlade I came across three riders with their machines more than axle deep in a
small pond. “Why are you doing that?” I asked one of the young studs. “To see if we can get stuck in 4WD.” It
made no sense to me and the pond was now a wreck. A tad above this type of activity is the organized ride of patrons of my favorite local watering hole. As many as 20 participants spend a day traveling up to 150 miles at the
highest possible speed with these contests to be determined: 1) who can drink the most beer, 2) who can get the
most mud-spattered, 3) who can get the most dust-covered and 4) who will be the sorest. After one trip I pled no
contest.
ATV clubs have done some real good in maintaining trails, and providing control of speed and the conduct
of rider-members. The Parish Highlanders Club has also provided an exemplary rest facility on a Langlade trail. It
has existed for 5 years with no incident of vandalism. Club rides do vary in intensity but this seems to be a function
of the X chromosome strength of the leader.
Oneida County fought trail establishment for years, but when it capitulated it produced a trail of truly outstanding beauty with just enough curves to keep speeds at a minimum. This trail abuts my 80, and while it is sometimes noisy, there have been no incursions into my farm, no evidence of off-trail damage and no accidents related
to speed. This system should be used as an example for other places.
I love my vehicle. It provides me with the vistas I enjoyed when I could walk 20 miles a day. On one occasion I was blessed by watching a bobcat for 10 minutes, on another I saw 7 bear in one afternoon. It merely takes a
pace on the machine slow enough to be able to make observations.
To me the variability in the conduct of ATV riders is enough to forbid the opening of trails in state and
federal forest lands. Lets wait a few years to evaluate what has been going on - good or bad, on the current trail
system. One only needs to see the bad that has been done in Langlade and Lincoln Counties. I know that what I say
will prevent me from seeing the beauty of the land but it will provide eternal satisfaction for those who can and
will walk.





We all use utilities but at what price? I have some personal experience with an oil pipeline and know one has hard
decisions to make. It is wise to get as much knowledge as possible about something so we can better make sustainable decisions.
As Barry Commoner once said let us all remember “there is no such thing as a free lunch and everything we do has a
cost” and those actions are tied by their ripple effect to many other areas, “everything is connected” as Commoner put
it.
Our vegetative landscape is constantly changing thru the process of succession. Plants get a hold on bare ground,
grass land becomes shrub and then wooded and even forests change from one community to another. Nothing lasts
forever. But man can change all of that.
There is one constant with utility lines and pipelines and that is the need to keep them clear of vegetation other than
grass and low growing shrubs, forbs and flowers etc.
Succession from one plant community to the next is stopped by clearing. While there is some wildlife benefit due to
the edge effect, and a benefit to prairie plants if being managed as such we must also remember other consequences.
Commoner also said “mother nature knows best”. Mother Nature prefers not to remain constant, but to change.
Stopping succession reduces the biodiversity of an area, it reduces the ecological richness. This richness and diversity
are exactly what makes a biome or ecosystem able to fend off disease and parasites and to provide innumerable benefits to our communities, as these natural communities develop.
We will lose the ecological services of woodlands for one. The ability of trees to store carbon is huge especially in
light of recent worries about climate change, and carbon exchange. Forested land will cool in the summer and warm
in the winter, shade the soil and help retain moisture, allowing for the millions of beneficial microbes and invertebrates to thrive.
Highway construction today is required to often use remediation to offset ecological loss. To my knowledge utility
transmission and pipelines are not required to do so. One way to reduce the footprint is to go underground with
trenching. Underground costs more up front but in most cases will have a smaller footprint and thus less ecological
cost.
There is a lot to consider that is not always listed in dollars such as aesthetic value, intrinsic value, and additional ecological services such as oxygen production, thermal cover for wildlife, wind breaks, ground water protection and erosion control etc.
Hopefully we will do the right thing in reducing the environmental cost and the footprint of our invasiveness, as these
areas provide us benefits that we would have a hard time trying to duplicate ourselves.
Sincerely,
Steve Hovel
Fort Atkinson/ Sayner Wisconsin





In our March newsletter, PIF circulated a membership survey requesting information regarding how
members manage their lands. The PIF board thanks the seven intrepid souls who have responded to the
survey for providing much-needed information about PIF’s potential for connecting landowners and certified wood markets. That said, the board hopes that this newsletter is reaching a lot more than seven landowner families! We would greatly appreciate YOUR response to this survey so we can gain a better understanding of our membership.
We are including the same survey in this newsletter in the hopes that more of you will respond. Your response will help us
gauge the needs and interests of PIF members, and help us serve you better.
RESULTS THUS FAR:
We have received seven surveys back, representing 1035 acres.
27% of acres (two landowners) are in the Wisconsin Managed Forest Law program
13% of acres (one landowner) are in the Michigan Forest Stewardship program.
60% of acres (four landowners) are not in a state-sponsored management program
3 landowners have a non-state-sponsored management plan
3 respondents would like to investigate a new or updated management plan.
5 respondents harvest periodically
4 harvest 20-60 acres at a time
1 harvests 10 to 20 acres at a time
3 respondents knew little about Forest Stewardship Council certification, and
4 respondents knew nothing about FSC certification
The survey was initiated as part of a project to explore umbrella certification and the development of local wood markets from
loggers to mills and carpenters, through PIF. PIF’s vision is that through developing these markets we can improve sustainable
forest management and improve the financial picture for landowners of managing for healthy forests. If you would like more
information about the whys of the survey and how the information you may provide will be used, please call Joseph LeBouton or
Robert Simeone at 715-547-3304. Remember, each question is optional, and all answers will be used exclusively by PIF to assess our members’ needs. No information collected by PIF will ever be passed along to anyone outside PIF for any reason.

SALES TAX NEWS
Agriculture exemption is expanded to include
Silviculture (the art & science of sustainably
growing trees to meet needs)
As we reported last year, relevant to July 1,
2007 the sales tax exemption for farming will
include those who practice forest management.
For a complete review of this refer to publication 221, as revised for 7-1-07.
http://www.revenue.wi.gov/pubs/pb221.pdf
This can be a very important matter when purchasing equipment used solely for farming ( including forestry) or many items that lose their
identity such as tree fertilizer.
In brief, it seems that we tree farmers are now
legitimate farmers in the eyes of the Department of Revenue, as is shown in this excerpt
from 221.





1. Joe Hovel, a long-time sawmill owner, homebuilder, forest landowner advocate, and

President of PIF, will host a tree utilization workshop on his property and sawmill.
2. Walk in the woods, discuss the difference between a selection harvest based on improving the quality of a forest stand vs. a high-grade harvest that liquidates the best trees
from a forest and leaves low-quality trees behind, and the result on future stand value
and growth.
3. Select and harvest a pine tree and an oak tree, and discuss the decisions a logger must
make about bucking the logs that ultimately affect the value of each log.
4. Move the trees to the sawmill, where we will discuss the difference between milling hardwood vs. softwood
for value and production.

5. Grade and scale the logs at the mill, saw the logs and edge the resulting boards, and finally grade and scale
the final boards
6. A valuable workshop for anyone who wants to understand how trees turn into boards, some of the practicality
and economics behind the process, and how small decisions throughout the harvesting and milling process
can have a huge impact on the final value of the lumber.
7. Meet at County Line Wood Products, 6065 Baker Lake Road, in Conover, Wisconsin. Call 715-479-8528 to
talk with Joe Hovel for more information, to pre-register, and for driving directions. Lunch will be provided.
Cost is $10 per attendee, and pre-registration is highly recommended so we can plan the lunch.

1. John Schwarzmann, head forester for the Board of Commissioners of
Public Lands and PIF board member, and Bob Simeone, internationally
known forester and PIF board member, will lead a field tour to discuss different logging strategies. They will lead a field tour of two active logging
sites: a selection harvest and a clear-cut harvest.
2. Tour and discuss the site layout, landowner objectives, the selection of
trees for harvesting, and the conservation considerations and practices implemented on each site.
3. Discuss and critique skid trails, residual tree damage, soil compaction, and
erosion. What do these things mean to the landowner and the forest?
4. Visit logging sites 5 and 15 yrs after logging, to tour and discuss how sites respond to logging over the long
term.
5. An essential workshop for landowners who are contemplating active management on their land, but are worried about how the forest will look afterwards. Learn what to consider while planning a harvest, and how
planning decisions before the harvest and implementation of the actual harvest activities directly affect how
the forest responds to the removal of trees. Harvest time is a challenging and potentially bewildering process for any landowner who cares for his or her land. Is a timber harvest right for you? Come find out!





Remember in our last issue, we talked about discussing ATV trails
with our doctor during our annual physical. We sent him a brochure
and newsletter in hopes he’d join PIF. Well guess what ...not only
did he join, but Bill’s orthopedic surgeon joined as well! That’s two
new members folks, just for talkin’ it up and handing out a brochure
or newsletter. Yesterday we met several of our neighbors at the
Conover Centennial, and one of them said his membership application and check was on the way.
If every member would talk it up - tell folks what PIF stands for and invite someone to join PIF, boy
would our organization grow...and grow fast! We have a great new full color brochure, a new expanded newsletter format, a website that’s up and running but, growing (we could use some help with
it), a board of directors that meets monthly locally in Eagle River or Conover, and workshops and field
tours scheduled for August and September.
We‘re on a roll, but we need more input, more members, and a few board members to fill vacancies to
help us along.
Call Joe Hovel @ 479-8528 and ask for our new brochures or extra copies of our newsletters...the
newsletters make great handouts and are wonderful ways to start conversations during your forays out
and about. Every person you encounter at social events, restaurants, doctors’ offices, etc., is a potential
new member. Let’s keep talkin’ it up! We will!!
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Burma Shave
Burma Shave

Place
stamp
here

Aug 18th—9 to lunch, after lunch until interest
wanes.
Tree utilization field tour & sawmill demonstration.
Meet @ County Line Wood Products
6065 Baker Lk. Rd. Conover
Sept. 22nd @ 1pm.
Logging Demonstration
Meet @ Conover Town Hall
No July Board Meeting
August 8th 5pm
PIF board meeting Eagle River library

www.partnersinforestry.com



James Schumacher
Mark Balas

St. Germain, Wi.
Hurley, Wi.

Photos, interviews and profiles of new members may follow in future
issues of Partners News.



Eisenhower Steak
5 to 7 lb. Sirloin, filet of beef roast or Porterhouse
Kosher salt
Fill kettle grill or fire pit with massive pile
of charcoal and light. Wait until coals are
white hot—this is important. Meantime,
cover roast with kosher salt and pat on entire
piece of meat. Now this will break your
heart. . . toss salted meat directly into coals
and nestle coals around meat. Cook 5 to 7
minutes on each side for medium rare. Retrieve from coals, scrape excess salt and
coals from meat*, and enjoy.
*Better do this outside to avoid burns on counter or floor!





               
           














